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• Document-level evaluation of MT allows for a more thorough 
examination of the output quality with context.

Types of Context

Six domains (literary, review, news, subtitles, medical, legislation) annotated with issues that occur in a translation from EN into PT-BR when no context
information is given:

•Reference: a disruption or ambiguity in the referential chain, e.g.: It is understandable though since it was shipped from China. Reference→ it = the ship

•Ellipsis: omission of information affects the translation of that specific single sentence, e.g.: In my laughter, I bellied out a “YES, I do!!”. Ellipsis→ do = think

•Gender: a gender ambiguity was unsolvable within the sentence itself, e.g.: I'm surprised to see you back so early. Gender→surprised = feminine

•Number: a number ambiguity within the referential chain, e.g.: I was praying for you. Number→ you = plural

• Lexical Ambiguity: a word or a phrase appeared to be detrimental to the translation and understandable only within the broader context, e.g.: He came
back in the house and said “So you think this is funny?!” up the stairway at me and I LOST IT. Lexical ambiguity→ lose something vs to lose control

•Terminology: a wrongly domain-specific word translation caused by contextual poor sentences, e.g.: The center will also conduct testing (power curve,
mechanical loads, noise, and power quality) at its own experimental wind farm. Terminology→ generalised lexic (farm) vs domain-specific lexicon (par

The shortest context span necessary to solve every issue annotated have been categorised the context span into:

• Preceding (PREC): the shortest context span consists only of immediate sentences BEFORE the source sentence.

• Following (FOLL): the shortest context span consists only of immediate sentences AFTER the source sentence.

• Preceding + Following (Prec+Foll): the shortest context span consists of immediate sentences before AND after the source sentence.

• Preceding / Following (Prec/Foll): the shortest context span consists of immediate sentences EITHER before OR after the source sentence.

• Global (GLOB): the context span required does not lie in a single sentence, therefore, the full text is needed in order to solve the issue.

• World (W): the context span required does not lie in the full text as it crosses the document boundaries.

The DELA Corpus (Castilho et al 2021)

• Lack of definition of what constitutes ‘document-level’ with 
different researchers using different spans. 

Gender: one of the most tagged issues in every domain

Lex. Amb: the most tagged in the literary and medical domains, being also
one of the three most tagged issues in the review and news.

Reference: third most annotated issues in the corpus, one of the shortest
average context length (reviews and news domain)

Number: most tagged in the subtitle domain, with the longest context span
needed

Ellipsis & Terminology: least tagged ones. Ellipsis the second longest
context span in the news domain.

• Castilho, S., Cavalheiro Camargo, J. L., Menezes, M., and Way, A. (2021). DELA Corpus: A document-level corpus annotated with context-related issues. In Proceedings of the Sixth Conference on Machine Translation, pages 
571–582. Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL), November. 

Context Position

Context Span

- Majority PREC, FOLL                         
- Diverse context span for lexical ambiguity
- Most common: gender, lexical ambiguity

- Average PREC tends to be longer than the average FOLL context span
- Longest average span : gender and lexical ambiguity

Summary per Domain

The context span necessary to solve these context-related issues highly depend on the domains as it is the case for literature and subtitles which have 
presented the longest context spans. 
This does not seem to be related to the length of the sentences in the corpus, since the average sentence length for the literature domain is the shortest in 
the corpus

Conclusion


